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1999 Kenworth T800
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Our Price $0
Specifications:

Year:  1999  

VIN:  3WKDD99X0XF825494  

Make:  Kenworth  

Model/Trim:  T800  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Exterior:  White  

Interior:  Brown  

Mileage:  689,000  

Truck Type:  Dump - Box

Kenworth T800 - Dump Truck - 1999 - pre emission - ELD Exempt - 14
foot demo bed - auto tarp system - 4:11 Ratio - 15 speed Eaton Fuller -
Trailer Hook Ups - Cummins M11 Plus Motor (400 HP) - 689 miles -
nice good, strong, clean running truck - excellent rubber - 211 WB -
14.8k front - 38k rears - lots of life left in this sweet rig - Check Out Our
Website for Pricing - if this truck is listed there, it is available - dealer
225B - www.BigCityRigs.com - 801.889.0714
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Our Location :
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Installed Options

The Detailed Equipment Information is limited in scope, and Big City Rigs (BCR) has not inspected any aspects or components of the equipment other than those expressly set forth

herein. Unless expressly stated, we make no representations or warranties, express or implied, concerning the equipment or its components, including without limitation any

representations or warranties concerning functionality, conformity or compliance with any safety standard or requirement of any applicable authority or regulatory body, fitness for

any particular purpose, or merchantability. You are strongly advised to perform your own detailed inspection of the equipment prior to purchasing.
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